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editor’s

notes
As we begin the new year, we have scores of
new chapters that is waiting to be written.
Sure, we do not know what awaits us, but
a little hope and positivity goes a long way.
2020 and 2021 will go in history as one of the
worst years, but we learn valuable lessons
from it. The world went haywire and economy
plummeted, but we overcome it by finding
new ways to live around it. Nothing is ever
constant.
This year, The CEO Malaysia starts afresh by
having new faces gracing our covers. Muhammad Hafizuddin Hiew Abdullah, the CEO of
TDC Holdings is a visionary businessman that
takes his passion for business to a whole new
level. Passion, or rather, the determination to
change his life drove him to take the plunge
into business at an early age. Having started
his own business while studying his tertiary
education, he is now the proud owner of a
multimillion business empire that he built
from scratch. “There is no secret to success,
just passion, consistency, and persistence,” he
said.
We also have the pleasure of having Hasbah
Juwaini, the Managing Director of Al Falah
Group. Hasbah has been earning her own
income since she was 22-years-old and unlike

some who carries the mentality that jumps into
business without any proper qualifications.
Many prefer to pay and listen to motivational
speakers rather than to pay for an education
to institutions. Hence, she is now on a quest to
change that mentality.
Besides that, actor and singer, Izzue Islam as
well as former beauty queen, Kavitha Sidhu
are also featured in this issue. Read about their
latest updates and how they cope with the
difficulties of working whilst in the pandemic.
So, be sure to stick around.
As Oprah Winfrey once said: “Challenges are
gifts that force us to search for a new centre of
gravity. Don’t fight them. Just find a new way
to stand.” Despite the highs and lows we have
endured throughout the years, there is always
something worth celebrating. Today, we celebrate the success that these businessman and
businesswoman have achieved and the changes
that they are making to the society. As always,
feel free to email editor@theceomalaysia.com
and share your thoughts with us.
Cheers!
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SCHLUMBERGER’S
DIAMOND GRANDEUR

Jean Schlumberger was renowned for his fantastical creations
infused with wit and curiosity and one of his best-known
designs for Tiffany & Co are the iconic brooches featuring crested
diamond birds perched on faceted precious stones. His designs
were often influenced by exotic flowers and creatures he saw
on his travels through Bali, Southeast Asia, and the Caribbean.
Famed for his naturalistic designs, today Tiffany & Co continues to
revisit Schlumberger’s designs in very limited quantities. Prices
on request at the Tiffany & Co boutiques.
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CEO Life

BYREDO
DATENIGHT
COLONGE

FRANCK MULLER
MUSEUM OPENS
IN SINGAPORE
Watch lovers will be able to discover the
exquisite horlogerie world of Franck Muller
through a special exhibition exclusively
curated in Wisma Atria, Singapore. The watch
boutique has been transformed with detailed
installations showcasing the evolution of
Franck Muller brand. Archival pieces as well as
unique models are part of this stunning exhibit
and learn about new innovations that made the
Franck Muller one of the best Swiss watches
in the world. Hourly guided tours are available
until 20th March 2022.
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Think of Byredo Night Veils Tobacco Mandarin
as the perfect fragrance experience. With
masculine notes of coriander, tobacco and
leather; the complementary contrasts
characterize the composition of Tobacco
Mandarin. A sparkling vital note, citric and
stimulating, guides the sense of smell on
its journey to the smoky warm heart of the
fragrance. Creamy leather notes and balsamic
labdanum, wrapped in a delicate tobacco
veil, radiate graceful and dignified calm. The
aromatic sweet base of incense, oud, and
sandalwood underlines the complex elegance
of Tobacco Mandarin.

THE PROTAGONIST
JOHN WICK,
KEANU
REEVES
The fourth instalment of the popular assassin
franchise, John Wick has seen Keanu Reeves back
in action after a long hiatus from the film industry.
The film plots are packed with a ton of beautifully
done, fast-paced action sequences full of different
kinds of fighting techniques. What’s interesting is
the fact that Reeves is actually the one performing
the stunts in most of the intense action sequences.

A successful character portrayal from the anchor lead may be the main reason why viewers are eager
to wait for the next instalment and keep them on the edge of their seats. Three of the main actors,
three popular film and television series franchises.

BRUCE WAYNE (AK A
BATMAN), ROBERT
PATTINSON

THOMAS
SHELBY,
CILLIAN
MURPHY
Peaky Blinders is soon to reach its crescendo with

Matt Reeve’s new take on the Caped Crusader is said to shape
Robert Pattinson’s Bruce Wayne from references by Nirvana. The
soundtrack consists of the orchestral version of ‘Something in the
Way’ by Nirvana. The tune sets the tone for Pattinson’s character
as the rich orphan who grew up to shake down Gotham’s criminal
underworld.

season six confirmed to be the last. According to the
show creator, Steven Knight, the final season will
continue to detail Tommy Shelby’s mission to take
down fascist leader Oswald Mosley, played by Sam
Claflin. Tom Hardy’s Alfie Solomons is also making a
major comeback.
9
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AFTERSHAVE
BALM IN THE
CAPTIVATING
APSLEY
FRAGRANCE

Truefitt & Hill launches their latest aftershave balm by the much sought-after
Apsley Cologne. The scent ignites the senses with a refined blend of smouldering
woods, vetiver, musk and patchouli, accentuated by light overtones of grapefruit
and punctuated by notes of pepper. It is rich in restorative ingredients which have
been proven to help significantly reduce skin irritation and inflammation related to
razor burn. The restoring effects of Aloe Vera extract are combined with essential
oils to enhance the formula’s performance and to promote long-lasting comfort. This
exceptional product, which has a noticeable soothing and calming effect, even on
the most sensitive of skin types is lightweight and easily absorbed and designed to
naturally replenish lost moisture, leaving the skin feeling smooth and supple with a
soft, shine-free finish. Truefitt & Hill is a typical English gentleman-like barbershop
located in Suria KLCC, Bangsar Shopping Centre and The Majestic Hotel. The brand has
a reputation of serving the royal families, entrepreneurs, politicians and sportsmen.
10

ENTIRE STUDIO

FIRST ESPORTS HIGH
SCHOOL OPENS IN TOKYO
Esports isn’t all just about fun and games. In Tokyo, a new one-of-akind high school is presenting esports as part of its major curriculum.
Kids who aspire to become esport pros, streamers, VR creators,
programmers, game writer and game designers are welcomed to enroll
in Esport Koutou Gakuin this month. Located in Shibuya district, the
esport high school is funded by Japanese telecoms company NTT and
Japan’s soccer club, Tokyo Verdy.

THE NORTH FACE X GUCCI

MONCLER

TOMMY HILFIGER

COLD
WEATHER
GETUPS
It’s common to see people
getting all bundled up in puffers
on the street this winter, but
puffer jackets and puffer coats
are definitely trending. Some
would splurge on four-figure
styles and dares to wear puffer
as fashion statements. These
days, this clothing essential is
more than just about function
and warmth as luxury brands are
riding the trend with structural
constructions, richer materials
and unexpected collaborations.
Some of the most popular
designs come from The North
Face X Gucci collection apart from
Moncler pieces that are becoming
wardrobe staples among the
stylist set.
11
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A NEW CONCEPT OF
GAME STREAMING

At the CES 2022, Alienware unveiled a new innovation in a shape of a gaming controller. Like a
hybrid between console and gaming PC, the joy stick called Concept NYX allows you to connect your
video game streaming to all devices and broadcast at your convenience. Developed by Alienware’s
Experience Innovation Group, over the years they’ve created some of the most interesting gaming
devices including the thinnest gaming laptops.

SAMSUNG
INTEGRATES
NFT INTO ITS
TVS

The latest from Samsung is it’s state-of-the-art smart
TV with a platform specially made for NFT. Available on
Samsung’s MicroLed, Neo QLED and The Frame models,
users are able to browse and buy NFT directly for their TV
sets. Imagine marketplaces are compiled on one screen
with Samsung’s ‘Smart Calibration’ technology where
the TV’s settings are automatically adjusted according to
the specifications.
12

NEW AGE ICEBOX
Leading European Home Appliance brand – Beko has come up

with a brilliant solution to this with its all-new Harvestfresh
Fridge, the latest addition to its range of innovative products.
First of its kind, Beko brings excitement on the launch of their
cutting-edge technology, HarvestFresh, that aims to empower
new generations to Live Like a Pro, providing accessible wellbeing
for all Malaysians. The revolutionary Harvestfresh technology,
developed for Beko range of fridges, uses not one, but three
effective colors - green, blue and red, which mimic the 24-hour
sun cycle and natural sunlight. This combination will simulate
the day light cycle – including times of darkness – to recreate
a natural living environment for fruits and vegetables long after
they have been harvested and purchased. Beko Harvestfresh
fridge is priced at RM2,199.

FOR THE COFFEE
CONNOISSEUR
Enjoy the convenience of preparing coffee for your guests anytime
with Lattissima Touch – a one-touch system with six one-touch
button recipes, offering exceptional convenience to prepare
quality coffee and milk recipes at home for elevated coffee
moments. Lattissima Touch is the “must-have” one-touch system
which prepares Espresso, Lungo, Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato,
Milky Latte or warm milk froth in an instant. This means you
can recreate your favourite coffee shop drinks at home for a
fraction of the cost and without the long queues. The intuitive
descaling and cleaning alerts help to ensure the machine in its
best condition to provide a perfect coffee experience, time
after time. Now available at the retail price of RM1,899.
13
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ZENDAYA:
ICON OF THE
GENERATION Z
Zendaya is no stranger to bold red carpet looks because she knows how to
make a striking fashion statement with immaculate styling. From movie
premieres to Met Gala looks, the 25-year-old Euphoria and Spider-Man
actress is paving her way to becoming a fashion icon. The star is bold
enough to pull off a sculpted Balmain dress at the Venice Film Festival last
year and her appearances in Valentino couture were such hits among the
fashion set. With an incredible eye for design, Zendaya once collaborated
with Tommy Hilfiger for a capsule collection.
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VIRGIL ABLOH
SWANSONG FOR
LOUIS VUITTON
After the recent farewell tribute at his posthumous
runway show held during Miami’s Art Week, Virgil Abloh’s
last collection is finally staged during the men’s pre-fall
2022 show. The craftsmanship of this new collection
cements Abloh’s status as a visionary and considered
by many to be one of the pioneers of the luxury meets
streetwear fashion movement. His work will live on, and
his legacy won’t soon be forgotten.
15
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BOLD AMBITION

Hafiz
Hiew

HOW VISION, DETERMINATION AND
HUMANITY MOLD THE BUSINESS GOAL FOR
THE FOUNDER AND CEO OF TDC HOLDINGS.
WORDS IVY SIMON ART DIRECTION FAIZAL HARUN NASUTION PHOTOGRAPHY AARON LIEW LENSWORK PRODUCTION
WARDROBE NEONATE MAKEUP & GROOMING AYANG KAMELL
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People always say that to be successful, whether
in life or career, you have to think big and look
high. In this case, we have to look really high, like
literally high, because Muhammad Hafizuddin
Hiew Abdullah, the CEO of TDC Holdings is really
tall. Standing at around 180cm, we are all quite
intimidated by his height. But do not let the height
deceive you, he is in fact easy-going and friendly.
He is also the man behind the million-dollar empire
that he built from scratch.
Muhammad Hafizuddin Hiew Abdullah, or Hafiz
Hiew, as he is more fondly known as, hailed from
Ipoh, Perak. Being the eldest of two siblings, he
has been at Ipoh his whole life until he moved to
Kelantan to further his tertiary education. “I went
to Universiti Malaysia Kelantan and furthered my
studies in Master in business administration at the
same university as well.”
“Coming from a poor family, I have experienced
working since I was 12-years-old. Every weekend,
instead of enjoying the day off like any other kids,
I’m off to my part-time job to earn extra income
for my family.” Most of his expenses are covered by
himself through his part -time job as he did not want
to burden his family with more financial difficulties.
“I’ve worked in a mall as a promoter, to working in
factory and restaurants.”
Hafiz’s father managed his own business while he
worked part-time. However, as businesses go, it
comes with its own hurdles. “There are good times
and there are some bad times. Nonetheless, I knew
we were at our lowest when I came home to only a
bowl of soup and rice for dinner. Although my mum
said that it was chicken soup, deep down, I know
it was just chicken flavoring cooked into soup,” the
charismatic businessman said, reminiscing the past.
It was at that moment that he swore to himself that
he will bring his family out of misery and poverty.
“I do not want my mother to die as a result of bad
financial situation.”
Since then, he started educating himself and he
even asked his teacher on the secret to become
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rich. “I remember vividly how my teacher asked me
to go to the library to search for what I need as they
do not teach it in school.” Since then, he scoured the
libraries, bookstores, and even shopping malls to get
what he needed. “That moment got me interested in
Bill Gates and Warren Buffet, what is business, and how
business has the power to determine a person’s wealth,”
Hafiz added. Back when all
his peers are engaged in
outdoors activities, Hafiz was
immersed in reading in order
for him to pave way for his
future entrepreneurial plan.

“I BELIEVE THAT
EVERYONE HAS THOSE
CHARACTERISTICS IN
THEM, IT IS THE MATTER
OF WHETHER IT IS
APPLIED IN THEIR LIVES.
AS AN ENTREPRENEUR,
WE DO NOT HAVE A
FIXED WORKING
SCHEDULE. WE DO NOT
HAVE TO CLOCK IN AND
NO BOSSES TO CALL
US. WE DO NOT HAVE
ANYONE MONITORING
US. WE PAVE OUR OWN
WAY TO SUCCESS.”

THE START OF BUSINESS
ENDEAVOR
Unbeknownst to many,
TDC Holdings is actually
Hafiz’s second company. “I
established first company
during my third year of
degree. I was about 22-yearsold. I started by doing it
part time, which eventually
transformed into a fulltime business.” After a day
of classes, he will continue
working on his business at
night. He has sold cakes at
Farmers’ market, and even
selling ayam golek during
the fasting month. “In
my fourth year, I officially
started my business after
I finished my final paper.
We were in the business of
printing, where we will print
magazines, calendars, and
t-shirts, among many things,” the visionary CEO said.
The company was established in 2009, and it remained
memorable in Hafiz’s memory, as it the first company
he founded.
The company was doing well and in 2013, it made its
first million and the following year, its revenue doubled.

the CEO LIFE
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“I CAME FROM A
POOR FAMILY. I
KNOW HOW POOR
PEOPLE LIVE THEIR
LIVES. I WAS BORN
IN A DILAPIDATED
HOME. THANKFULLY,
I AM AT A POSITION
NOW WHERE I
AM ABLE TO HELP
THESE COMMUNITY.
TRUE HAPPINESS IS
OBTAINED WHEN WE
HELP OTHERS.”

However, in 2015, the company encounter difficulties
when Kelantan was hard hit by flood. The aftermath of
the event sees his company losing three out company
branches. “We lost two cars and hostel for the staff.
We tried to bounce pick up the pieces and continue our
business, but we lost all the machines due to the flood.”
The incident got him thinking about how business should
stop relying on machineries, and stop working offline. “If I
want to do another business in the future, I will make sure
that it is 90 percent online. So, this is some of the ideas
that kept running through my head in 2015.”
The idea comes into realisation in 2016 when he founded
TDC Holdings. One of the key challenges was doing
something that was not mainstream at the time. “At that
time, Lazada and Zalora is not popular in Malaysia yet.
People are not into e-commerce, internet selling, and
digital marketing. Physical shopping is still very popular,”
Hafiz said. He further adds elaborate that he wanted to
set up a system that people can shop online and it would
e a system that is 100 percent reliant on the internet.
“Our staff can log into the system and operate everything
online, such as accounting and human resource. There
is no such thing yet at Malaysia at the time.” According
to the businessman, it takes a lot of time to implement
foreign system into the Malaysian system. “Finally, we
decided to customize everything, so we hire a team of
programmer equipped with the knowledge to integrate
the system to suit our company.”
It took them six months to actually implement the system
and kick start their and eventually the launching of
their first product. “However, we started selling our first
product before we launch our system. We do not have a
physical store, so we go back to the root of selling. Selling
it at restaurants and so on, like how I sell products during
my degree. That’s how we start.”
Before delving directly into the use of the new system,
Hafiz studied the Direct Sales Act, which the system falls
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under. “We knew that we wanted to do the system and
after studying the agent system, it opened up a new
door for me as doing drop shipping and agent system
are governed under Direct Sales and Anti-Pyramid
Scheme Act 1993. We need to apply for different all
the license that falls under this category. For instance,
Direct Selling License.” Hafiz said. According to him, as
he reads more about agent system and direct selling, he
realised that there is a need to re-update, refurbish and
build the most sophisticated system that will benefit
the dealers, as they can easily look at the sales of the
products, managing sales, issuing invoices, and deliver
orders from customers. “Every dealer that registered
under our company have their own account. It’s just like
owning a Facebook account, the difference is that the
account allows them to do their own accounting, keep
track of sales and stocks of products.”
In 2016, TDC Holdings hit a total of RM 200,000 in
revenue. Since then, the company’s revenue has been
climbing. Last year, the company managed to achieve a
total of RM 104 million. The feats do not just stop there,
the company has expanded to other countries as well,
such as Brunei and Singapore. Currently, TDC Holdings is
in the midst of expanding its market to Indonesia.
COMPASSION AS BUSSINESS OBJECTIVE
If there is one thing that Hafiz Hiew wants his staff and
dealers to part with, it is giving back to the society. He
calls it, Budaya TDC. “We encourage our dealers to give
back to the society when they achieved high income.
And the best way to lead is by example.” TDC Holdings
have donated more than RM3 million to Tabung
Covid during the pandemic and the company has also
donated more than RM2 billion to Sabah during the
spike of Covid cases in the state post state election. “The
facilities in the hospitals are incomplete and they do not
have sufficient ventilators to cope with the rise of Covid
cases at the time. So, we bought 20 to 30 ventilators
for the hospitals. We also built mosque, donated to old
folks’ home and orphanages,” Hafiz Hiew said.
According to the bubbly CEO, he encouraged his dealers
to be charitable as he was once in their shoes before
he found success in his business. “I came from a poor
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family. I know how poor people live their lives. I was born
in a dilapidated home. Thankfully, I am at a position now
where I am able to help these community.” Hafiz added
that he felt the sense of urgency to reduce the rate of
poverty in the society, especially when the country was
hit by the Covid-19 pandemic. He also felt happy when he
is able to help people who are in need. “True happiness is
obtained when we help others.”
“Right now, our plan is to export our products overseas,
countries like Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, Asia Pacific
and such. We have been importing raw materials from
countries like New Zealand, Ireland, Norway, the United
States and Italy to use in our products manufacturing,
now we are currently importing honey from Turkey for
our upcoming product,” the visionary businessman said.
Besides that, the company is in the process of relocating
their office to a larger space in Bukit Angkat, as well as
setting warehouses in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah. “Everything
has been planned two years ago, but the pandemic caused
a disruption. So, now we are hoping that the pandemic
will end soon so that everything will go smoothly as
scheduled.”
Hafiz shares that there are no secrets to success as there
has been many accounts of how people gained success in
life, through books, biographies, and interviews. “I used to
read about how people become successful, but now I read
about people’s failures before they achieve success,” he
recounted. Hafiz stated that there are more to learn from
the failures as the methodology to become successful is
persistent work, intelligent, and teamwork.
“I believe that everyone has those characteristics in them,
it is the matter of whether it is applied in their lives. As an
entrepreneur, we do not have a fixed working schedule.
We do not have to clock in and no bosses to call us. We do
not have anyone monitoring us.” Hafiz carry on by stating
that persistence and consistency is the key factor to run a
business well, while feeling motivated is also a key factor
in achieving success in business. “Statistics showed that 93
percent of SME die before reaching their third year because
most business owners lost their interest and motivation
somewhere along the way. This is why it is important to
have perseverance and uniformity.”

the CEO LIFE

“THROUGH
BUDAYA TDC, WE
ENCOURAGE OUR
DEALERS TO GIVE
BACK TO THE
SOCIETY WHEN
THEY ACHIEVED
HIGH INCOME. AND
THE BEST WAY
TO LEAD IS BY
EXAMPLE.”
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IZZUE

ISLAM

WITH HIS CHARMING PERSONALITY AND BOYISH GOOD
LOOKS, IT’S HARD NOT TO NOTICE IZZUE ISLAM.
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A decade ago, the singer-actor
started his career in showbiz as part
of a now defunct boyband called
Forteen. Izzue instantly found fame
and gained fandom soon after he
began appearing on prime time
television. From the usual supporting
gigs which eventually lead him to
be casted as the main actor, Izzue
was like a significant fixture in the
local drama scene. Appearances in
high-grossing films have made Izzue
Islam one of the brightest stars in the
industry to date.

“ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY
TEACHES YOU
TO BE BOLD AND
BRAVE. WITHOUT
GRIT AND
DETERMINATION,
ONE MIGHT
NOT ACHIEVE
THE ULTIMATE
POTENTIAL.

spending too much time at home and
being unproductive definitely took a
toll on him.

“It felt like a really long holiday. It was
nice at first but then reality hits, the
whole entertainment industry was
severely affected. Many lost jobs and
I’m glad things are getting back to
normal. Well, maybe not entirely but
sooner than later. One thing for sure...
the shooting schedule went haywire,
some were done halfway, signed
contracts got annulled. Right after
the lockdown got lifted, everyone
Born in Kota Bharu, Kelantan,
scrambled for meetings to readjust
Muhammas Izzul Islam Mazlan, 31,
schedules and productions. Crazy
began his acting career in 2011.
times!” Izzue stresses the importance
His breakthrough roles in a string of films screened in of fulfilling his obligations first and foremost.
2013 bagged him the Most Promising Actor trophy at the
Malaysia’s 25th Film Festival and branded Best New Hero Of course, it’s nice to hear an actor so evidently engaged
by Anugerah Blokbuster 2. Izzue proved to everyone that with their work. Yet after reading past interviews, I do
he has more than just looks but a great talent to match wonder how he faces the media scrutiny and obsessed
too. As the breakout star of the year, every director and fans who are always questioning his marriage life among
production company wanted him for the lead role. “I’ve others. Izzue may seems to be the type who is fiercely
been very lucky to be given so many opportunities to work guarded about his private life, but he is surprisingly open
with the best people in the industry. It motivates me to to speaking up on some personal issues that might come
dream bigger and achieve higher.”There’s something about as sensitive to others. “There are some things I keep to
Izzue that makes you feel drawn to him. He lits the room myself, that are my business. But I do understand that the
with his aura of optimism, his positivity is contagious. media needs to be fed with news and information. This is
“Entertainment industry teaches you to be bold and brave. the nature of entertainment business and I’m all game,” he
Without grit and determination, one might not achieve slyly explains.
the ultimate potential. Having a good perspective on life
itself will make you believe in yourself and your dreams. It Something to look forward to in 2022 is Izzue Islam’s latest
makes you stand a little firmer.”
silver screen role. “I’m now waiting for Juang, my latest film
set to hit the theatre soon. The pandemic has opened our
On the day of the cover shoot, Izzue Islam arrived at the eyes to the sacrifices made by the frontliners and this film
studio accompanied by his wife cum manager, Awin Nurin. is a symbol of appreciation to all of them.” Juang is also a
This loving couple is just a joy to watch as they’re partners very bold production boasting five directors directing more
in work and in life. “We keep things very professional than 100 actors. It’s also reported the number of people
and at the same time very convenient for me as my most involved working behind the scene was more than 200 film
trusted person at work also happens to be my wife!” Izzue crews. “Last year was quite a roller coaster and we could all
says cheekily. Despite his attempts to just have fun, Izzue do with a little bit of good news this year. For me, a new
doesn’t slow down as he couldn’t help but push himself. film for a start. What next? Guess we just have to wait and
As he would later recall during when the pandemic hits, see!”
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H

asbah
Juwaini
ON BUILDING BUSINESSES AND
WHY THE RIGHT EDUCATION IS
FUNDAMENTAL

PETITE IN STATURE BUT BIG ON PERSONALITY, HASBAH JUWAINI, 37, WAS AN
ABSOLUTE DELIGHT. AS A FINANCIAL EXPERT, STRIKING A CONVERSATION WITH
THE ALFALAH FOUNDER CAN BE INTENSELY ENGAGING AS HASBAH CERTAINLY
KNOWS HER WAY AROUND WHEN IT COMES TO WEALTH MANAGEMENT.
DRIVEN BY ACHIEVING RESULTS, HASBAH PROGRESSED THROUGH HER
SECOND BUSINESS, TOKDA HALAL FOOD MANUFACTURING WHICH IS NOW
KNOWN TO BE ONE OF THE KEY PLAYERS IN THE HALAL OEM BUSINESS
IN THE COUNTRY. TWO NATURE OF BUSINESSES, ONE BIG CONCEPT. “WE
CAN’T JUST SIT AND WAIT FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO COME. GET UP AND MAKE
THEM!” HASBAH RADIATES GOOD ENERGY FROM EVERY WORDS UTTERED.
WORDS SUZIE ADNAN ART DIRECTION FAIZAL HARUN
NASUTION PHOTOGRAPHY ROBIN, MAKEUP & GROOMING
SURYA ZAINOL LOCATION SOL STUDIO
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THE CONCEPT OF MONEY
Always been regarded as a high achiever since young,
this MRSM alumnus got her first degree in biomedical
from UKM at the age of 22. Diverting from biomedical
to business, Hasbah earned her Master’s degree in
business and now pursuing a PhD – also in business.
Prior to landing the lecturing job at the Health Ministry,
she soon realized her true calling. “I was genuinely super
impressed after watching my friends and colleagues
ran their own businesses while completing their MBAs.
Soon after, I too went into business while still coping
with my studies. Making money is easy, really…as I
realized that anyone can start a business as long as you
have the right knowledge and of course, determination.
You can learn all the theories and understand the
concept down to the core, but practicing it is a different
story.”
Hasbah came from a family of entrepreneurs. One of
her sister is an aesthetic doctor who founded Anggun
Medi-Klinik, another sister runs a spa and the other
also provides financial consultation just like Hasbah.
She reminisced her early days, eager to try new things
by experimenting the theories with several businesses.
“Just name it… I’ve opened a tuition centre, ran a
restaurant, beauty products, online businesses – you
name it! Haha! Not everything worked out as I planned
but that’s the thrill of it. So I keep trying. Consistency is
key. With doa, believe me someday you will achieve the
goal… it’s just a matter of which one hits the mark.”
More than a decade ago, Hasbah moonlights as a parttime financial consultant. Once the net profit hit by
the millions, the mother of three finally decided to go
fulltime, set up Alfalah and the rest is history.
“In my years of providing financial consultations and
rearranging assets, I met many entrepreneurs who
gave up after years of trying. In the end of the day,
it’s a question of rezeki. Don’t lose hope, just be smart
about it. Do a thorough research on the market, see
if there’s a demand and find out what triggers the
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market. If there’s no demand, don’t waste time and
change the product. Even during the pandemic, our
business grows more than a 100 percent as food is
essential and people still look for financial advices
and smart investments.” In today’s economy, what is
the best investment right now? “I honestly think we
all should invest in ourselves. Invest in knowledge
and skills. Education shapes our mentality and our
future depends on it.”
Hasbah dares to fail and she’s get back up every
time she meets an obstacle. “After nearly 22 years
in business, once you get a taste of success, no
challenges are too great anymore. It all becomes a
part of the game. People once told me that I was too
‘soft’. Now they see me as a different person. Firmer,
tougher. I guess it’s all the experiences that were
building up inside made me are what made me who
I am today.” When things are not looking up, Hasbah
would ponder upon inspirational quotes, motivational
books and videos by successful businesspersons from
Jack Ma to Warren Buffet. “They all have one similarity
and that is a strong mindset.”
“Today’s trend where entrepreneurs showing off
their riches on Instagram just for the sake of gaining
followings is just very sad. This whole circus created
a new culture of flaunting achievements through
materialism, even if in reality the luxury cars and
designer bags are merely rentals.” As a financial
consultant, Hasbah would personally advice to not
splurge on something when you just have enough.
“The feeling of freedom of spending without the
feeling of burden, yes it’s the best. But we need
to have check and balance and see if our financial
status allows us to spend as much. Never let lifestyle
sabotage your future. And like everyone else, I do have
my guilty pleasures… RM20,000 for a designer bag,
luxury cars. But in comparison with the income that
I brought in, I make sure it’s lesser than 10 percent.”
Once again Hasbah emphasizes on education. “Local
entrepreneurs prefer to attend talks that cost a bomb
instead of investing in proper education. That money
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I HONESTLY THINK WE
ALL SHOULD INVEST IN
OURSELVES. INVEST IN
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS.
EDUCATION SHAPES OUR
MENTALITY AND OUR
FUTURE DEPENDS ON IT.
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is better spent on enrolling into universities for short
courses or online degrees. Listening to talks is good to
motivate oneself, but never for real success. You still need
to educate yourself. Proper business courses will train
you professionally in finance, risk management, trading,
behavior intelligence and so on. The problem with most
entrepreneurs today is that they are impatient and insist
on fast results. This is already a mistake that will result in
failure from the start.” Hasbah now also holds a position
in MSU as a mentor for an entrepreneur program. “The
golden rule is the right mindset trait to cultivate success.”

HALAL FOOD MANUFACTURER
Equipped with her strong background in biomedical and
business, Hasbah Juwaini managed to bring a morediverse functional and industry experience into her next
venture. As her thesis for Master’s degree was on halal
food, her current doctoral study in PhD is also focusing
on the same subject. “With a more extensive research,
I was convinced that halal food business is the next big
thing.” Hasbah created her own halal food brand, Tokda,
offering a selection of popular traditional Malay cuisines
from rendang, kerutuk to pekasam. Having a full team
stationed at Tokda’s factory in Seremban has enables the
brand to upsell be it online or offline.

can check on some packaging by famous brands where
several of them are developed and manufactured by
Tokda.
Having years of expertise in delivering quality halal
manufacturing, Hasbah Juwaini hopes to someday
contribute to the halal industry as an international
speaker. “As halal awareness is on the rise, conferences
are held on the global stages discussing about
international markets like the US and UK. From food
to cosmetics, halal is simply about cleanliness, hygiene
and quality. I was at the Thai Halal Assembly held in
Bangkok in 2019 and the halal concept was perceived
as somewhat prestigious.”

As the Managing Director of Tokda, Hasbah is very
hands on when it comes to securing new clientele
especially involving the market’s big players. However,
she admits that her time is mostly spent at her financial
consultation firm as being present is very important.
“The factory and my other office are just five minutes
away from home. My kids are aged 13, 11 and 5; so
I’m lucky in a sense that I can be near to them despite
juggling two businesses at a time.” Time management
is important for a career woman like Hasbah who’s
always on the go. On weekdays, she makes sure
everyone’s back at home by 7pm, have dinner together
“To be honest, revenue from retail is smaller in and weekends are strictly for family time. As a mother,
comparison to the manufacturing side of the business she leads by example and her children are straight A
since we control the costing.” Despite the fact that students.
Tokda is fast becoming a well known brand among the
locals, Hasbah saw a boundless potential as she focuses Before we end the interview, Hasbah shared her
on the core business where she provides services to gratitude about every blessing that she got right after
mostly IKS businesses (Small and Medium Industries). started her business. “I’ve never thought I’d be in this
“Every day we get so many messages from budding position but it is everything that I’d prayed for my
food entrepreneurs, as well as welcoming many walk- whole life. I recite my doa daily, I write my goals and
ins wanting to check our factory and facilities. We offer affirmations. Eventually everything became a reality.
them advice and solutions. From start till end, Tokda I’m lucky to have a very supportive husband and
Halal Food Manufacturing does everything for them family. Seeing my children living a good life, getting
– joint monitoring from acquiring halal certificates, the best education make every sacrifice made worth
dealing with labs for nutritional facts to packaging.” You it. God is great.”
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WHAT A NIGHT TO REMEMBER! TAKING PLACE AT THE
MANDARIN ORIENTAL KUALA LUMPUR, MORE THAN 350
GUESTS ATTENDED THE ASIA BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP
EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2021 OR ABLE 2021 THAT WAS HELD
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN RECOGNITION OF MORE THAN 30
COMPANIES AROUND ASIA. ORGANIZED BY FM MEDIA
COMMUNICATIONS IN COOPERATION WITH THE CEO MALAYSIA
MAGAZINE, THE GRAND BALLROOM GATHERED SUCCESSFUL
LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES WORTH OF 100
MILLION RINGGIT IN TOTAL VALUE.

COMPANIES
UND ASIA
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I URGED ALL ENTREPRENEURS
AND BUSINESS OWNERS TO
WORK TOGETHER TO ENRICH
OUR INVESTMENTS. I HOPE
THAT THIS EVENT WILL
SET AN EXAMPLE FOR ALL
BUSINESSES TO BE THE CORE
OF EXCELLENT COMPETENCY
FOR THE PROSPERITY OF THE
COUNTRY. LET US RECOVER,
REVITALIZE AND REFORM
TOWARDS GREATER ECONOMIC
RESILIENCE.
DATO’ SRI MUSTAPA MOHAMED
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The prestigious award ceremony officiated by the Minister in
the Prime Minister’s Department (Economy), Dato’ Sri Mustapa
Mohamed. Alongside the honorary guest were Chief Executive
Officer of Bank Kerjasama Rakyat Malaysia Berhad, Datuk Syed
Abdul Aziz Syed Hassan; Chief Executive Officer of RF3 World
Malaysia, Dato’ Sri Nazeri Omar; Executive Director of FM Media
Communications, Mr. Muhammad Fairos Ayob and Managing
Director of FM Media Madam Ema Malina Abu Bakar Tajudin.
Ambassadors and High Commissioners from the Embassy of
Myanmar and Iran were also present. Top celebrities Datuk
Sheila Majid, Datuk Aaron Aziz, Bront Palarae and Johan Raja
Lawak also made special appearances on the red carpet.
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Dayang Nurfaizah closed the night a
song from her latest album.
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Hael Husaini steals the limelight
singing his latest hit.

The guests were later entertained by
performances from country’s top artiste,
Datuk Seri Siti Nurhaliza.

Initiating the event, PU Riz were invited to recite the du’a.
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“BESIDES GIVING
RECOGNITION TO
THOSE WHO ARE
SUCCESSFUL IN THEIR
OWN FIELDS, WE AS
THE ORGANIZER HOPE
THAT THE AWARDS
HELP STRENGTHEN
THE ECONOMIC
CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN
BUSINESSES
INVOLVED AROUND
ASIA.
MR. MUHAMMAD FAIROS AYOB
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A NUMBER OF 50 AWARDS WERE PRESENTED INVOLVING DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES
SUCH AS WOMEN INBUSINESS, BEST NEW ENTREPRENEUR, SPECIAL LEADERSHIP
AWARD, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES, RETAIL INDUSTRY, TECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRY, BUMIPUTERA INDUSTRY, FOOD AND BEVERAGES INDUSTRY,EDUCATION
INDUSTRY, FINANCE AND PROPERTY INDUSTRY, MEDIA AND LOCAL ARTISTE.EACH
BUSINESS WAS AWARDED BASED ON THREE MAIN CRITERIA WHICH ARE THE
COMPANY’SOUTSTANDING ANNUAL ACHIEVEMENT, EXTRAORDINARY LEADERSHIP
AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THEIR OWN FIELD OF EXPERTISE.
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KA
VI
TA
Personality

AN ILLUSTRIOUS
CAREER OF MORE
THAN TWO DECADES
IN THE LIMELIGHT AS
A FASHION MODEL,
BEAUTY QUEEN AND
ACTRESS.
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SIDHU

WORDS TRISYIA AZMAN ART DIRECTION FAIZAL HARUN
NASUTION PHOTOGRAPHY ROBIN WONG MAKEUP &
GROOMING SHENG SAW & SURYA ZAINUL
LOCATION SOL STUDIO
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No stranger to the local fashion scene, the gorgeous
actress had been strutting the catwalks since the early
90’s and modeled for the likes of Escada in Munich and
Jean-Louis Scherner in Paris. Standing tall at 178cm,
the leggy model is not only gorgeous but articulate and
charming which makes her impossible to forget. From
top model to beauty queen, Kavita broke the record
as the first Malaysian to have won an international
beauty pageant title when she brought home the Miss
Charm International crown in 1990. Her sudden fame
had also landed her some significant roles on the silver
screen. Beautiful and talented, Kavita cemented her
star status through her roles in high grossed films such
as Pontianak Harum Sundal Malam in 2004 and Tanda
Putera in 2013. In 2006, she got married to the love of
her life, Roberto Guiati who founded some of the most
acclaimed Italian restaurants in Kuala Lumpur.
Born on November 29, 1971, the former beauty queen
keeps her life low-key and it makes her fans wonder
what she is currently working up to especially during
the pandemic. Kavita seems so pleased to be out and
about again after nearly two years of continuous
lockdowns. “It feels great to be back! We’ve been
trapped at home for too long and things are way better
now,” says Kavita with a sigh of relief. “Not to mention
the uncertainties and that unsettling feeling of living
in a post-pandemic world but somehow we must
always look at the bright side of things. We all have
to stay positive in order to cope with the new normal.”
Kavita says exercising makes her feel better and eating
right helps too. The actress highlighted her concern
over the crucial need of everyone to follow the SOP’s
given. “To move forward, we need to be responsible
and look out for each other. It’s best to stay vigilant.”

The actress admits that there are a few projects in
the pipeline which some she may be working on right
now. “I’ve been bouncing ideas with my director for
new film productions but unfortunately it was put
on hold due to the MCO. But now since we’re back on
track, I just can’t wait to share with everyone once
we’ve finalize all the details!” As Kavita adds on, she’s
currently working on two upcoming films with hints of
a horror flick and an epic action movie.
While she’s gaining back her momentum in acting,
Kavita is also busy helping her husband run their
restaurateur business. Zenzero Restaurant and Wine
Bar, Luce Osteria Contemporanea and the newly
opened Roberto’s 1020, are some of the best Italian
eatery and fine dining spots in the city. “Roberto’s
1020 opened its door in December last year at Bangsar
Shopping Centre. It was at the height of a crippling
pandemic when many established businesses were
struggling to keep afloat and yet, there we were…
launching a new restaurant.” Everything fell into its
places according to her husband’s initial plan. Kavita
points out, the risk they took paid off in the end.
“Roberto and I, when it comes to working relationship,
we try to keep it professional. I’m helping him in
promotion, marketing and branding. The respect is
mutual.” In terms of the day and today operation,
Kavita doesn’t interfere much and respectfully lets her
husband take charge since he does it so well.

Looking into the future, in career and in business,
Kavita is always thinking of new ideas. “There’s so much
that I’d like to do, but I also feel that it’s important for
us to take things slow and not be hasty. The pandemic
changed my sense of feeling of what is important and
for me, finding the balance is as crucial as enjoying the
Kavita Sidhu is still so passionate whenever we things that we love. I love being in a game and for as
brought up about the acting and the film industry. long as I love it, I’ll do it.”
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NOT TO MENTION THE UNCERTAINTIES
AND THAT UNSETTLING FEELING OF
LIVING IN A POST-PANDEMIC WORLD
BUT SOMEHOW WE MUST ALWAYS LOOK
AT THE BRIGHT SIDE OF THINGS. WE ALL
HAVE TO STAY POSITIVE IN ORDER TO
COPE WITH THE NEW NORMAL.
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STEPPING BACK IN TIME IN

Bandar
Maharani
IT’S TIME TO DRIVE DOWN
SOUTH TO MUAR FOR
THE BEST CULINARY
ADVENTURE. APART FROM
THE LOCAL FOOD, IMMERSE
YOURSELF IN JOHOR’S
RICH ART AND CULTURE
SCENE WHERE BARONGAN
AND KUDA KEPANG TAKE
CENTRESTAGE. FAIZAL
HARUN NASUTION STAYED
IN THE HISTORICAL CITY
FONDLY KNOWN AS
BANDAR MAHARANI
FOR THE WEEKEND AND
RECOMMENDS SEVEN
MUST-VISIT LOCATIONS.
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JJ MAK PON MUAR
ingredients used, it is no wonder
No.1, Tingkat Bawah Kedai/Pejabat, that JJ Mak Pon Muar is well received
Taman Lembah Padang, Jln. Junid, Pt. among customers.
Sakai, 84000 Muar, Johor.
Besides its famous ready-to-use
Continuing from where we left off spices for Mee Bandung, the shop
in the previous issue, this time we also produces its own Sambal Ikan
headed over to Muar’s most famous Bakar, Asam Pedas, and Acar Buah.
dish, Mee Bandung Muar. We are JJ Mak Pon Muar’s ready-to-use spice
given the chance to meet up with is rumoured to be in high demand
the proprietor of JJ Mak Pon Muar, in Johor and Kuala Lumpur. In fact,
Azidah Marob, about the origin of the its order usually tripled two months
establishment, and how it came to prior to Ramadan. Its products are not
be.
only available through conventional
method, it is in fact available for sale
“Everything begins in 2005, we were through online purchases at Shopee
just a small business that started and Lazada.
from the comfort of our house.
This went on for two years until we LABIS SUNRISE FARM
rented a premise to operate in. We LOT 3091, Jln Segamat, Labis, 85300
continued renting the location for Segamat, Johor.
five years until we eventually bought
two shop lots as the demand for our Being accused by naysayers, who
Mee Bandung spice increases,” Azidah would have thought that the absurd
said, reminiscing the past.
act of buying a 160 acres hilly land
would eventually lead to it being
Her mother, Rafiah, also told us of one of the most preferred tourist
their efforts to market the spice, to destinations for domestic and foreign
the point where they are willing to tourists. Labis Sunrise Farm started off
supply their product from Muar to as a watermelon and honeydew farm,
Melaka. Being able to experience the company made its mark when it
the manufacturing process first hand became a one-stop fruit wholesaler
and seeing the fresh, high-quality centre in 2009.

the CEO LIFE
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“Customers come not only as
wholesalers or buyers of fruits but
they also want to visit the fruit farms
that we worked at that time. Our
employer is open to requests and
brought in anyone who wanted to
pay a visit to the farm. This was back
in 2014.”

chickens, fishes and turtles. The area for the
campsite is currently only around 3 acres and
we expect to increase the campsite area due
to the positive response from local tourists
”explained Rain who also stated that the
campsite is also equipped with basic facilities
such as electricity and toilets.

water features, statues, temples, gazebos and
ornamental plants.

RUMAH EMBAH ANANG
KAMPUNG PARIT BUGIS, MUAR

No 1, Jalan Parit Latif, Kampung Parit Beglin,
83600 Malaysia

So, if you ever have a camping trip planned
out, give this place a try. In fact, all the
campsite activities are very well received. It
has become one of the most popular choices
for camping during the pandemic.

For lovers of sculpture, especially classic
sculptures of Javanese heritage, Keraton
Embah Anang is a must-visit location.
Uniquely, apart from being called Keraton,
the inspiration for the construction of the
Great Mosque of Demak also immortalises the
architecture of the traditional Melaka house
stairs while the carvings on the side of the
There are many tall buildings in the world, stairs are coloured with the traditional hues of
with each competing to beat the other for the Javanese community.
the title of “World’s Tallest”. However, if you
wish to visit the world’s longest dragon, it is Each carving on the construction of this
literally available in our home country. Built in palace has its own meaning. For example, the
2016 with a cost of RM8 million, the Fortune carving of a Peacock on a door leaf carries the
Dragon Statute in Yong Peng is a must visit meaning of wealth, pride and glory. In the
destination. It is said to be the largest dragon central space of the palace, it is similar to the
tunnel in the world with a 115-meter length design of a traditional Terengganu house. This
until a 21 km long dragon in China’s Henan building has only one room, and it is the only
room which has many windows.
Province was built a few years back.

“However, this news was somehow
spread to the local tourism agency
and eventually this farm was
turned into a mandatory tourist’s
destination. That is how Labis YONG PENG FORTUNE DRAGON
Sunrise Farm House Resort officially 83700 Yong Peng, Johor
opened in 2015,” Rain, the Managing
Director of Sunrise Farmhouse said.

Located 80 kilometres away from Muar,
the resort consists of 20 rooms that offers a
panoramic view of the farm, plus green hills
surrounding the resort. The name, Sunrise
Farm is derived from the fact that the resort
is situated 350 metres above sea level, which
provides a splendid view of sunrise and
sunset.
Little known fact, this is also where the largest
guava farm in Johor is located, with almost
three thousand trees within its 40 acres land.
There is also a betel plantation, filled between
six to 10 thousand betel trees in an 10 acres
land. Besides the aforementioned, there is
also Nangka Madu, which is famous for its
thick and sweet filling. Not forgetting the
king of all fruits, the farm has a few variety
of durian species, namely, Musang King, Black
Thorn, 101 and Durian Kampung
With the accommodation starting as low as
RM25 for a campsite, to RM388 for a 6-person
room, the resort is equipped with various
facilities including seminar halls, swimming
pool, cafe, spa, karaoke, and many more.
Before the pandemic strikes, the resort
was always swarmed with tourists from
Singapore, Taiwan, China and Hong Kong.
“Residents or visitors are given exposure
to the real farmer’s lifestyle and are able to
experience how to loosen the soil by using
a plough machine, packing and wrapping
fruits and feeding livestock such as rabbits,

Recalling the construction of this classical
structure, a wood carving expert from Java,
Indonesia was brought in specially to beautify
this Palace with its fine wood carving art in
three years. In fact, one of the heirs to this
building, Zainal Ariffin, grandson-in-law of
Embah Anang had the opportunity to learn
wood carving skills from the original Javanese
The first drawing series involves the subject sculptor to ensure that the structure of the
of child duty and tells the story of a son and Palace is always in good condition and can be
daughter who worked hard to honour, protect preserved if needed.
and serve their parents. For example, a boy
who sleeps outside his father’s room at night Most of the furniture and ornaments in this
and exposes his skin to mosquito bites so that palace are specially brought in from Java
and Palembang. It still retains the original
the bugs will not disturb his father’s sleep.
form of a wild wood structure that is simply
The second part of the painting depicts the embellished with carvings and adapted to
Ten Chambers of Hell and the terrible fate that its function. It’s amazing to see how the
awaits sinners in the next world. The theme of teak wood shrubs are beautified with flora
the paintings is similar to what you can find in and fauna carvings and turned into a very
other temples around Malaysia, such as Chin impressive coffee table! Apart from being
Swee Caves Temple and Tua Pek Kong Temple, made from high quality and hard-to-find
where it has a similar walking dragon in, wood, the art of carving of this level is already
although not designed in detail. The gardens extinct and the remnant of its glory can only
are beautifully landscaped with koi ponds, be found at the Embah Anang Palace.
Fortune Dragon is built on a park, and visitors
enter the dragon’s mouth and exit near the
tail. Inside, there are 144 stairs that parkgoers must conquer. Decorating the belly of
the dragon is a series of traditional Chinese
paintings with captions written in Mandarin,
Malay, and English.
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BARONGAN & KUDA KEPANG

the performance to a whole new level. As
No 1, Jalan Parit Latif, Kampung Parit Beglin, the head of the group, Nazarudin said that
he is often accompanied by Badal in case of
83600 Malaysia
any unforeseen circumstances. While it is not
Parit Bugis, Muar is one of the popular a possession, delusion or a drunken stupor,
Javanese community locations, not only dancers are in full focus until they reach a
because of the existence of Keraton Embah state of unconsciousness.
Anang, but also because of the richness
of the Javanese community’s indigenous At that time, only a whip was capable of
culture inherited from their ancestors for snapping the dancers who went overboard.
On the contrary, the Baragon dance is a form
generations.
of entertainment dance art. Songs such as
The art of Barongan and Kuda Kepang dance, Ilir-Ilir, Caping Gunung, Perahu Layar and
for example, is one of the traditional dances Pepiling are among the traditional Javanese
of the Johor Javanese community, mainly rhythms that would often accompany the
presented during weddings, and celebrations, performances of Barongan and Penari Jatil.
but not limited as choices during official
HOMESTAY SMILAN FELDA
ceremonies.

TENANG

according to the expertise of the residents
there. The mushroom industry course is one
of the specialties of the residents at Homestay
Smilan Felda Tenang. The programme begins
with teaching visitors how to recognise
different types of mushrooms, followed
by the process of care and breeding the
mushrooms.
Weaving workshops and bird trapping are
also among some of the must-try activities
when visiting Homestay Smilan Felda
Tenang. Visitors will get to know the types of
rattan used for weaving, the types of birds,
getting the full experience of weaving and
bird-trap making, making the experience
unforgettable.

RABBIT HOME RESTAURANT

The Barongan Warisan Bistari of Kampung Lot 14552, Jalan Masjid, Felda Tenang 85300 Location: 69, Jalan Sisi, 84000 Muar, Johor
Parit Bugis, Muar, is under the guidance of Labis, Johor
Rabbit Home Restaurant is not just any typical
Mohd Nazarudin, 48, which he inherited
Homestay
Smilan
Felda
Tenang
is
located
restaurant, despite various interpretations
from his late grandfather in 2004. With a
membership of 22 people including the bands in Labis. It is a guest house accommodation that will come to mind when you first
and dancers, the heirs of the third generation with a village -style concept suitable for step foot into the colonial-era shop house
of this dance group remain enthusiastic to various types of events such as family building. The restaurant is well-known for
vacations, weddings, engagements, courses, the variety of dishes that is synonymous with
continue the legacy.
convocations and so on.
Muar, but it serves as a historical storehouse
for visitors while enjoying their meal in the
“This dance group has members as young as
premises. Hence, that is how it got the name
There
are
two
types
of
accommodations
7 years old to 65 years old. The group consists
‘Muar Historia’.
available,
Homestays
and
Kampung
Stay.
of the Chief, Badal, Penari Jatil and band
players. The Kuda Kepang was handmade Among the accommodation packages
by us whereas the Barongan costume was provided are 1 day, 2 days 1 night and 3 days Artifacts and old photographs of the Johor
bought from Ponorogo, East Java for about 2 nights with a price of RM 69 to RM 206 Sultanate are neatly arranged as part of the
RM3000. But the cost may have gone up. according to the package, and a minimum of decorations, and the walls are decorated with
Only the peacock feathers are sourced from 40 pax is also provided. Most of the packages murals and writings, largely facts of Muar
local suppliers,” he said, who became the include village exploration activities, food dating back from the 1800, to 2000.
Chief, and assisted by Badal to control the and drink, souvenirs, spinning top (gasing)
James Teo, the owner of the restaurant, said
Kuda Kepang from acting aggressive or wild. shows and cultural performances.
his deep interest in artifacts and history has
Apart
from
the
more
relaxed
activities,
led him to start this restaurant that serves as
The group was once invited to perform
during the Sultan of Johor’s Birthday, Homestay Smilan Felda Tenang also provides a time capsule and a historical archive, not
and also performing in conjunction with slightly extreme activity packages for the only for the locals, but also tourists.
the Cuti-Cuti Malaysia’s promotion at the more adventurous such as Taoi Waterfall
Merdeka Stadium, Kuala Lumpur. The group Adventure and Hidden Secret Exploration. The murals and texts took three months to
underwent a rigorous weekly training to The package is inclusive of safety equipment, complete, and ultimately it set the scene for
ensure that their performance remained top- basic camping preparation and food and drink customers. If you are a fan of Muar’s iconic
throughout the duration of the activities.
dishes and a history buff, Rabbit Home
notch.
is a must-visit place for you. Nasi Goreng
For
visitors
who
want
to
venture
into
SMEs,
Kampung DiRaja is their top recommendation,
Seeing Nazarudin in action while handling
Homestay
Smilan
Felda
Tenang
also
provides
alongside Mee Rebus, Lontong, Mee Siput,
the Kuda Kepang is truly a sight to behold.
The sound of whipping and explosion brings various workshops and special courses Rojak Muar and Otak-Otak.
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WORKING THE MAGIC
WITHIN AFFORDABLE
PRICING
This is Honor’s first smartphone in
Malaysia since its separation from
Huawei, though the design and build
is not too far off from each other.
The Honor 50 is almost identical to
the Huawei nova 9, with just two
key differences. The Honor 50’s main
camera comes at a staggering 108 MP,
and of course, it comes equipped with
Google’s Mobile Services.

Black variant, with Frost Crystal,
fingerprints and smudges are not that
all visible because the back is not as
glossy and slippery as the Midnight
Black variant. So we would highly
recommend choosing either the Frost
Crystal or Emerald colours should you
prefer a cleaner phone and better grip.

The camera does make its presence
known, as its camera bump is
You can take Honor out of Huawei, but protruding quite a bit. The main
it is hard to take Huawei out of Honor. 108MP camera is accented with a ring
The phones not only share similar
around it, whereas the other three
hardware, but equally similar software sensors are housed within a secondary
as well. Though there are some minor ring with no accents. The side frame
differences from the original EMUI
is made of plastic, and the sides are
formula.
super thin, leaving not much room for
fingerprints. The power button and
the volume rocker are placed on the
The phone comes in a standard retail
package with 66W wall charger and a right, and some users might find the
USB-C to USB-A for charging and data placement a bit high. On the other
hand, the power button is quite easy
transfer. This time, Honor threw in a
to reach, unlike the volume buttons,
little surprise: a transparent silicone
which may require some stretching.
case as well as wired earphones with
USB-C, since the smartphone does not The bottom end houses the USB-C
connector, the speaker grille and the
have a 3.5mm audio jack.
SIM card tray. There is no room for
The Honor 50 looks and feels similar, or microSD.
rather, identical to the Huawei nova 9.
They both share the same curves, back The Honor 50 is built around a 6.57inch, 1080 x 2340px OLED display
design and a circular camera module
that stands out. They might have used that can go up to 120 Hz refresh rate
the same materials to build the device and has a touch sampling rate of 300
Hz for more responsive operations
- plastic frame, glass back and front.
during game play. With a display that
We got the Frost Crystal version for
our test this time. Unlike the Midnight supports that high of a resolution,
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HONOR 50
SPECIFICATIONS:

• BODY: 160.0x73.8x7.8mm, 175g;
Glass front and back, plastic frame.
• DISPLAY: 6.57” OLED, 1B colors,
120Hz, 1080x2340px resolution,
19.5:9 aspect ratio, 392ppi.
• CHIPSET: Qualcomm SM7325
Snapdragon 778G 5G (6 nm):
Octa-core (4x2.4 GHz Kryo 670 &
4x1.8 GHz Kryo 670); Adreno 642L.
• MEMORY: 128GB 6GB RAM,
128GB 8GB RAM, 256GB 8GB RAM,
256GB 12GB RAM.
• OS/SOFTWARE: Android 11,
Magic UI 4.2, Google Play Services
(market/region dependent).
• REAR CAMERA: Wide (main):
108 MP, f/1.9, 1/1.52”, 0.7µm,
PDAF; Ultrawide: 8 MP, f/2.2, 120˚,
17mm; Macro: 2 MP, f/2.4; Depth:
2 MP, f/2.4.
• Front camera: 32 MP, f/2.2,
22mm (wide), 1/3.14”.
• VIDEO CAPTURE: Rear camera:
4K@30fps, 1080p@30/60fps, gyroEIS; Front camera: 1080p@30fps.
• BATTERY: 4300mAh; Fast
charging 66W, 70% in 20 min,
100% in 45 min.
• MISC: Fingerprint reader (under
display, optical); NFC.

with a 108MP camera, and the sensor
is 1/1.52” big and has 0.7µm pixels.
The lens features an f/1.9 aperture.
The ultrawide is on par with plenty of
watching TV shows or films have never other mid-range phones - 8MP with
f/2.2 aperture providing 120-degree
been more satisfying.
field of view. There are two more
cameras - 2MP for macro shots and
Honor 50 battery life is truly
something to marvel at. With a 4,300 2MP depth sensor used for portraits.
The default camera app is nothing
mAh battery, the phone lasted a
out of the ordinary - the main modes
whole day even with constant or
are arranged in a carousel, and users
heavy usage. It can stand a total of
are free to switch between them by
34:23 hours talk time, 15:56 hours
swiping. The “More” sub-menu holds
web browsing, and 18:55 hours of
the rest of the modes. The Pro mode
video playback. Of course, the Honor
50 comes with a fast charging ability. gives you access to the autofocus, ISO,
shutter speed, exposure and white
The 66W charger can charge to 61
balance. However, the ultrawide is not
percent from zero battery in just 30
available in the Pro mode. The main
minutes and reaches 100 percent in
camera provides plenty of details and
under one hour. The Honor’s current
the pictures are consistently sharper.
Magic UI4.2 looks and feels like
Huawei’s EMUI 12, but there are some The dynamic range is also okay.
obvious differences when you properly
look at it. The Honor 50 runs on
Android 11 and it has all the features
from Google’s OS.

The selling point of the Honor 50
would probably be the dual recording
screen, which is great for vlogging.
If you are aspiring, or are already a
veteran vlogger, the simultaneous
use of its various combinations of its
three cameras - one on the front and
two on the rear - allows you to enjoy
greater flexibility when shooting
your scenes. You can choose between
front - and rear camera recording;
dual-view recording (front/rear);
dual - view recording (rear/rear);
picture in picture; fast - motion and
slow - motion recording; and single
- to dual - view recording. Its image
stabilisation is to die for.
For many aspiring vloggers or those
who are looking to find mid-range
smartphones with superb features,
we would recommend the Honor 50.
Honor 50 is easily one of the most
manageable phones as it is easy on
the hand and it does not cost you a
fortune to replace.

Now to the fun part, the 108MP
camera. The main camera comes
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COOL TECH
GADGETS YOU
NEED IN 2022
Technology moves pretty fast and if you don’t stop and look around once in a while, you could
miss the chance to experience it. Be in the know of what’s new from our monthly selection of
the latest and best gadgets available in the market. Everything is much more convenient with
the right tech tools to help you navigate through daily life.

HUAWEI P50
POCKET
The HUAWEI P50 Pocket folds seamlessly into an ultra-slim,
lightweight body from a 6.9-inch, 21:9 display. The refresh
rate of the display up to 120Hz, 300Hz touch sampling
rate and 1440Hz high frequency PWM
dimming support to protect users’ eyes.

RRP: RM5,999 (White) • RM7,299 (Premium Gold Edition)

It also adopts the signature HUAWEI P50
Series double-ring design, with one ring
housing the camera module and the
other the smart Cover Screen. The Ultra
Spectrum Camera Matrix of P50 Pocket
comes with a 40MP True-Chroma Camera,
a 13MP Ultra Wide Angle Camera, a 32MP
Ultra Spectrum Camera etc. The HUAWEI
P50 Pocket is able to capture more details and produce
clearer images day and night because of HUAWEI XD Optics
and True-Chroma Image Engine.
The Premium Gold colour of HUAWEI P50 Pocket Premium
Edition, is designed with Haute Couture designer, Iris van
Herpen, and is guided by the principle of “symbiosis”.
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RRP: RM 11,499 (Body Only) • RM 12,499 (Body + 28-70mm Zoom Lens)

The interchangeable-lens camera Alpha 7 IV (model ILCE-7M4) is
Sony’s latest additions to its imaging line-up which takes ‘basic’ to
the next level for full-frame cameras with excellent image quality
and performance, redefining the original standard set by the Alpha
7 III. The new model features many of Sony’s most advanced imaging
technologies including the latest BIONZ XR™ processing engine and
advanced AF (autofocus) capabilities based on the flagship Alpha 1
model, combined with streamlined operability
and enhanced reliability for photos and movies,
making it the perfect all-around camera for
today’s imaging enthusiasts and professionals
who shoot all scenarios. The Alpha 7 IV also
boasts 33 MP resolution, rich movie expression
and various features to support the growing
demand for remote communication, bringing
new meaning to what a ‘basic’ camera can
accomplish.

ALPHA 7 IV
FULL-FRAME
HYBRID
CAMERA

The new Alpha 7 IV is the ultimate hybrid camera
packed with outstanding still image quality
and evolved video technology with advanced autofocus, enhanced
operability and workflow capability. The model was also developed
with environment in mind by using Sony’s original recycled plastic
SORPLAS™ for the camera body and the packaging with recyclable
materials and less plastic.
The Alpha 7 IV body is built with magnesium alloy to achieve a
robustness while minimising its weight. In addition, the redesigned
structure and lens lock button contribute to enhanced dust and
moisture resistance.
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SAMSUNG GALAXY S21
FAN EDITION 5G
After a long wait, the Fan Edition of Galaxy S21 Series is
officially here! The newest Samsung Galaxy S21 FE 5G
features plenty of fan-favourite premium qualities which
allow users to live out their passions to the absolute fullest!
From its fastest chipset to pro-grade camera, there is so
much epic awesomeness packed in the 6.4 inch refined,
iconic design. Before diving deep into the Galaxy S21
FE 5G’s capabilities for BIG surprises, why not start your
learning trip from what catches your eyes the most – its
stunning minimalist look!
When you first lay your eyes on the new Galaxy S21 FE
5G, you will notice how clean, soft and sophisticated the
design is. The colours exude warmth, peace, and simplicity
at first glance. This soothing impression is all thanks to
the harmonisation of its minimalist features – soft pastel
colours, slim body, rounded edges and the iconic contourcut form.

Galaxy fans adored the premium Galaxy S21 flagship
design, and it inspired the Galaxy S21 FE 5G’s overall design
language. Featuring the signature Contour Cut Camera
housing for a seamless blending into the frame, the Galaxy
S21 FE 5G retains its sleek and premium aesthetic with its
aluminium, ultra-thin chassis at only 7.9mm in thickness.
So, you can imagine how easy, and comfortable it would
be to grip it on-the-go or slip it into your pocket.
Designed with the purpose to give users more ways to
express themselves, Galaxy S21 FE 5G comes in four
stylish colours which will surely boost your personality
vibes wherever you roam. From subtle, colourful Olive and
Lavender to the classic Graphite and White, you can select
the one that best suits your style!

RRP: Galaxy S21 FE 5G (256GB) - RM3,099 • Galaxy S21 FE 5G (128GB) - RM2,899
ENTIRE STUDIO
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DJI, the world’s leader in civilian drones and creative
camera technology, today reimagines what a
compact camera can do with the new DJI Action 2.
The interchangeable and adaptive magnetic design
opens new vistas to make every video compelling,
with unique tools to frame, shoot, and monitor a
camera, featuring DJI’s unparalleled expertise in
stabilization systems. DJI Action 2 is smaller, more
versatile, and more powerful than its predecessor,
giving everyone the tools and the confidence to
capture life’s adventures in crystal-clear 4K.
Weighing 56 grams, the new compact and
innovative modular design allows users to take DJI
Action 2 anywhere they go. It has options to attach
to your helmet to film an FPV bike ride, mount on

DJI ACTION 2
your surfboard to get right next to a breaking wave,
and wear securely to your shirt to create an easy,
hands-free timelapse of your tour in a new city.
From vlogging to extreme sports, Action 2 is the
triple threat – dustproof, waterproof and dropproof – and robust to withstand the ups and downs
of all of life’s adventures. DJI Action 2 comprises
the camera unit and various modules – the front
touchscreen module, power module, and various
mounting peripherals – that can be interchanged.
With multiple configurations and mounting
combinations, users have unlimited control over
creatively capturing the world.

RRP: RM2,499 (DJI Action 2 Dual-Screen Combo)
RM1,999 (DJI Action 2 Power Combo)
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Deco

THE
PRINCIPALS
OF ORGANIC
LIVING
A HUMAN MADE STRUCTURE
WITHIN THE NATURAL LANDSCAPE
REPRESENTS A CERTAIN KIND
OF POETIC EXPLORATION. WHEN
ARCHITECT JAVIER SENOSIAIN
UNVEILED HIS LATEST WORK IN 1984,
CASA ORGANICA, A JUXTAPOSITION OF
ARCHETYPAL HOME AGAINST THE VAST
SCENERIES EXUDES A NEW SENSE OF
LIVING. THIS STRIKING ORGANIC FORM
IS BACK MAKING HEADLINES.
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Life can only be understood backwards, but it must be lived forwards.
Hence, the relationship of man to nature should be continuous and
this is what Javier Senosiain is trying to depict through his designs.
Widely considered to be one of the pioneers of organic architecture,
Casa Organica in Naucalpan de Juarez, Mexico City is hailed as one
of the best works by the renowned architect. The structure is in full
display and you can expect to see exciting and innovative design
solutions conceived the design genius.
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Senosiain reveals the newest solution for building sustainability
present in nature through biomimetic architecture. This
fascinating residential building turned public museum was born
from the idea of creating a space that fulfilled the physical and
psychological needs of a human being, working closely with
nature by learning from its principals.
Certainly, the aesthetically distinctive Casa Organica proves
to be one of Senosiain’s most compelling design. Not only it
replicates the natural forms, Senosiain was thinking ahead by
creating wide integral spaces that are ultimately liberating.
The integrated furniture facilitate circulation, creating a freeing
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sense of uninterrupted space. In some ways, Senosiain spends
decades of his career experimenting with habitable space and
its relationship with nature.
Casa Organica is probably one of the best examples of
biomimetic. Comprising a dining room, living room, bedroom,
dressing room, bathroom and kitchen, the interior is designed
in a curvy manner with spiral illusions to create a compelling
visual perspective. Walkways seem to look like tunnels, green
roofing feels like a vison from the fabled hanging gardens.
From the walls to the ceiling, a soothing impression continues
in earthy palette.

I THINK GREEN
ARCHITECTURE
CANNOT ONLY BE
ABOUT TECHNIQUE
OR ENGINEERING OR
EFFICIENCY. THERE
ALSO NEEDS TO BE
SPATIAL SENSIBILITY.
JAVIER SENOSIAIN
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The Volvo V60
Recharge T8,
D E S I G N E D
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F O R

L I F E

THE NEW VOLVO V60 RECHARGE T8 IS A MODERN,
VERSATILE PLUG-IN HYBRID ESTATE (PHEV) THAT
EFFORTLESSLY BALANCES DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE AND
FUNCTIONALITY. THE LUXURIOUS INTERIOR HAS ALSO
BEEN DELIBERATELY DESIGNED AS A SPACE TO MEET THE
DEMANDS OF MODERN LIFE.
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This combination of plug-in hybrid technology,
space and versatility provides a natural position for the V60 Recharge T8 in the marketplace
and one that also plays to the strengths of the
Volvo brand: versatile, luxury cars that are designed to meet people’s needs.
The Drive-E petrol engine of the V60 Recharge
T8 is equipped with a Turbocharger and a Supercharger that produce an output of 320hp
and 400Nm of torque, whereas the combination of an electric motor yields a maximum
output of 407hp and 640Nm of torque. This
versatile PHEV emits ultra-low CO2 emissions
when on pure mode and can travel for up to
49km on one full charge.
Priced from RM 287,474.00.
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CEO List

MOST
SUCCESSFUL
STARTUPS IN
SOUTHEAST
ASIA
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A great invention or idea does not just pop up, it has to have come from someone. Most times, these
people are those who will bring about changes in the world. Like how Google, Amazon, and Apple
started out in the founders’ room, eventually it will turn out to be one of the greatest inventions in
human history. Have you ever wondered how big companies get their start? Or maybe you are curious
about who are the brains behind these companies that make our lives easier? Here, we have listed
five companies and the people behind the success.

Pomelo was launched in 2013 and it is South East Asia’s
leading fashion platform with a global mindset: ontrend, online, on-the-go. It was founded by David Jou
and Casey Liang, and it is a Bangkok-based online retail
company, which focuses on products that are produced
in Asia. The company not only sells clothes for women,
but it also designs, sources materials, researches fashion
trends, delivers goods to its customers and many more.
When the company designs clothes, it designs the
clothes with Asian market in mind. Bearing the Asian
market in mind, it considers the size and shape of the
average consumers. The climate of South East Asia plays
an important part in the designs of the clothes.
David Jou is currently the CEO of Pomelo Fashion.
Under his leadership, the company has become one
of Thailand’s most popular digital fast fashion brands.
Pomelo now has offices around South East Asia’s region,
such as Thailand, Indonesia, and Singapore, catering
to customers in 44 countries from their Hong Kong
warehouse. Prior to Pomelo, he co-founded Lazada
Thailand, where he served as the managing director.
During his tenure, Lazada Thailand became one of the
leading online shopping sites in Thailand. Believe it
or not, prior to founding Pomelo, Jou started his first
company, The Boxing Co. in 2003 while he was studying
in Amherst College Massachusetts. The company’s main
service is providing shipping and storage services for
American University students. Upon graduating, he
joined Bain & Co. in New York, eventually transferring
to a private equity investment firm with New Mountain
Capital, New York.

David Jou

CEO List

GRAB

G

rab Holdings Inc., commonly known as Grab, was
founded by two Malaysians in 2012. It is a South
East Asian technology company headquartered
in Singapore and Indonesia. The company
also offers food delivery and digital payments
services via a mobile app. Grab started out as
the MyTeksi app based in Kuala Lumpur. The
following year, it expanded as GrabTaxi. In 2014, the company
moved its headquarters to Singapore and rebranded as ‘Grab’.
Like how Uber is to the United States, so is Grab to Malaysia. The
idea of creating a taxi-booking mobile app first came from Anthony
Tan while he was at Harvard Business School. Tan launched the
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Tan Hooi Ling

‘MyTeksi’ together with Tan Hooi Ling,
another Harvard graduate. Before founding
Grab, Tan worked as the Head of Supply
Chain and Marketing at Tan Chong Motor
Holdings, a company run by his father.
While he could have taken over his family’s
auto business, he chose to deviate from the
family business to start his own. MyTeksi
faced various trials during its inception,
starting with his co-founder, Tan Hooi Ling
having to serve a bond with McKinsey &
Company upon graduation, leaving Tan to
manage the MyTeksi on his own. At the
start, he went door to door knocking on
taxis’ drivers windows, trying to persuade
taxis drivers to download the app. Not only
that, to fully focus on developing MyTeksi,
Tan resigned from his post at his father’s
company, a move which angered his father,
and he refused to finance MyTeksi. On
the contrary, Tan’s mother supported his
decision and even invested in his business.
Tan rebranded MyTeksi to GrabTaxi in
2013 and subsequently expanded Grab to
the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand.
The following year, he moved GrabTaxi’s
headquarters to Singapore after securing
$10 million US dollar funding. In 2016, the
company was rebranded to what we know
today as Grab. His innovation has earned
him multiple awards, including being
ranked #38 on Forbes on its 2019 Malaysia’s
50 Richest Net Worth list in 2020.

Anthony Tan

her classmate, Anthony Tan, whom she
ultimately founded Grab with, for a “mobile
app that connects taxi seekers directly with
taxi drivers closest to their location in the
chaotic Malaysian urban environment”,
which would eventually become GrabTaxi.
In 2012, the pair launched the application,
MyTeksi. Though the pair started the
company together, nonetheless, due to
Hooi Ling’s bond with McKinsey & Company
as part of the condition for sponsoring her
education in Harvard Business School, she
had to serve out her bond. She returned to
work full-time on Grab in 2015 and took on
Tan Hooi Ling, co-founder of Grab, was the title of COO, focusing on three key areas
raised in a middle-class Malaysian - product, human resources, and customer
Chinese household in Kuala Lumpur. experience.
Tan attended the University of Bath and
graduated in 2006 with a bachelor’s degree
in mechanical engineering. She later
graduated from Harvard Business School
with a Master of Business Administration in
2011. During her time at Harvard Business
School, Tan worked on a business plan with
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GOJEK

Gojek is an Indonesian on-demand multi-service platform
and digital platform technology group based in Jakarta. It
was first established in Indonesia in 2010 as a call centre to
connect consumers to courier delivery and two-wheeled
ride-hailing services. The company launched its application
in 2015 with only four services. Today, it provides more
than 20 services.
Gojek was founded by Nadiem Makarim and Kevin Aluwi.
Makarim holds degrees from Brown University and Havard
Business School. Prior to starting Gojek, he worked at
McKinsey and Co. Consulting for three years. He eventually
left McKinsey and Co. Consulting to co-found Zalora, in
2011 and became the managing director until 2012.
He decided to leave Zalora to focus on his own startup,
including Gojek. While developing Gojek, Makarim worked
as chief innovation officer of Kartuku, a cashless payment
solution, which was later acquired by Gojek to strengthen
GoPay. Now, Makarim serves as the Minister of Education
and Culture under President Joko Widodo in his second
term’s cabinet. In October 2019, he resigned from his
position as CEO to join president-elect Jokowi’s Onward
Indonesia Cabinet and was replaced by Gojek group
president Andre Soelistyo and Gojek co-founder Kevin
Aluwi as co-CEOs. On the second reshuffle of the cabinet,
Makarim was appointed as the first holder of Minister
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Nadiem Makarim

Education, Culture, Research, and Technology. Makarim has
received many accolades and recognition internationally and
locally. In 2018, Makarim made it to Bloomberg 50 annual
list of innovators. He was also the only Indonesian to be
included on the 100 Next list for Leaders category by the Time
magazine.
As for Kevin, he holds a bachelor’s degree in Corporate
Finance, Entrepreneurship and International Relations from
the University of Southern California - Marshall School of
Business in Los Angeles, California, USA. Before joining Gojek,
Kevin worked in Zalora Indonesia for two years as Head of
Business Intelligence. Before Zalora, Kevin was the Business
Development Manager in Merah Putih. Inc,; following his
start as an Investment Banking analyst in Salem Partners
LLC. Since co-founding Gojek, Kevin has held a strategic role
in adopting business intelligence data to track and optimise
critical elements such as pricing, driver-partners income, as
well as in structuring customers retention strategy. He was
listed in ‘Forbes 30 Under 30 Asia’ in the Consumer technology
category in 2016.
Kevin Aluwi
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CAROUSELL
Quek Siu Rui

Carousell is an online platform where it works as a marketplace for buying
and selling new and secondhand goods. It is based in Singapore, but also
operates in Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Cambodia, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Macau, Australia, New Zealand and Canada. It started a decade
ago by Quek Siu Rui, Lucas Ngoo and Marcus Tan, where Quek and Ngoo
are currently the CEO and CTO respectively. Carousell started its humble
journey by selling an Amazon Kindle e-reader for S$75. It was subsequently
registered as Carousell Pte. Ltd. in 2013. The company received various
investments and fundings from multiple corporations and as of 2016, over
23 million items have been sold on Carousell and users had created over
57 million listings of new and used items for sale. The platform has been
recognised as the pioneer of mobile-first platform that emerged at the
rise of the smartphone trend and in 2018, it was valued at $500 million.
The idea for Carousell came about when Quek tried to sell his old Macbook.
He found traditional forums and classified ads troublesome and looked for
a better alternative. Quek, Ngoo and Tan then came up with ‘Snapsell’ - a
virtual flea market where users can easily buy and sell second-hand items.
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The idea were pitched during the Singapore Startup Weekend in March 2012. The idea for
Snapsell almost did not make the cut for the one-minute pitch for 40 ideas and that they fell
short again for the final pitch. However, things were in their favour when some of the teams
dropped out, hence they were able to make it to the final round of pitching. The team spent
54-hours battling stubborn code and went on to win the top prize at Startup Weekend. They
won their own office space at Blk 71, a startup ecosystem at Ayer Rajah Crescent. The team
also had a chance to pitch at Angel’s Gate where they could gather investors and funding.
The name ‘Carousell’ was inspired from the television Mad Men, where Don Draper was
pitching the Kodak Carousel. The trio adopted the name, adding an additional ‘l’ at the back
to link back to the idea of selling. For three months, Quek and his co-founders spent every
weekend visiting flea markets where they gathered feedbacks from sellers and shoppers.
Out of the 100 flea markets sellers they approached, 70 sellers were sold on the idea of
Carousell. After four months’ preparation, the platform was officially launched on 13 August
2012. During the first 18 months after Carousell was first launched, Quek and his co-founders
went without salaries and had to convince their parents to support their startup idea. Quek
was offered US$100 million to sell Carousell but he refused the offer, taking inspiration from
Mark Zuckerberg who declined to sell Facebook in its early days. Quek was featured on Forbes
Asia 30 Under 30 List for his achievements with Carousell.
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NINJA LOGISTIC

Ninja Logistic, or rather, Ninja Van is not a foreign name
in Malaysia. It is a Singapore Logistic company founded in
2014 by Singaporeans Lai Chang Wen, Shaun Chong, and
TanBoxian. The company engages in last mile logistics and
package delivery. Unlike other companies such as GOGOX
and Lalamove that use a point-to-point model, Ninja
Van runs on a hub-and-spoke model, which plans routes
for the drivers and optimises delivery. In 2019, the firm
delivered an average of one million parcels a day around
the Asean region. During the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020,
Ninja Van saw a three-fold increase in parcel volume in
Singapore, whereas in Malaysia, it saw a two-fold increase
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in shipment volume growth, driven by the growth in
social-commerce transactions.
Lai Chang Wen is the co-founder and CEO of Ninja Van.
Prior to founding Ninja Van, he worked as a derivatives
trader at Barclays before setting up men’s custom fashion
retailer Marcella. His time in the online retail business
made him realised that there could be a more efficient
way of delivering and tracking packages, which sparks
the idea of Ninja Van, and the rest is history. Lai was listed
on Forbes 2016 30 Under 30 Asia List. In March 2015, Lai
raised $2.5 million in Series A funding from Monk’s Hill

Lai Chang Wen

Ventures, which is used to accelerate
expansion into Malaysia and
Indonesia. In a recent interview with
Forbes Asia, Lai stated that Ninja
Van’s revenue has been growing at
40 percent to 50 percent annually,
largely thanks to the e-commerce
boom. The company has recently
opened an 80,000 square foot
automated parcel sorting hub in
Singapore to cope with the surging
volumes and speed up deliveries.
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Billionaire

Tan Sri
Syed
Azman
Syed
Ibrahim
Being rich can be reflected on your house, cars, and even the brands of clothing
one wears. However, the richest people are technically indifferent to showing off
their wealth to their world. Nonetheless, many people tend to change when they
gain wealth. Such is not the case with a certain Malaysian billionaire, Tan Sri Syed
Azman Syed Ibrahim.
This Malaysian Billionaire is positioned 25th in the Forbes rundown of 50 most
extravagant individuals in Malaysia. Syed Azman was a military intelligence
officer who served for 13 years in the Malaysian Armed Forces until obtaining
the rank of Major.
The native of Kedah started a used car business right after retiring from the
military in 1993. His business requires him to travel back and forth to London to
buy used cars before selling them in Malaysia. At that time, he did not have an
Approved Permit (AP), an import and export license that is issued by the Permit
Issuing Agencies, so he resorted to sharing the permit with friends who had the
permit. After a period of time, he managed to secure an AP from the government
and his car business was gaining prominence.
In spite of his thriving business, a change of government policies see a cease in
the government offering open APs and only offering AP franchises. To get the AP
franchise permit, Syed Azman has to be appointed by a foreign car company as a
distributor, only then can he attain the permit.
Luck was on his side when he managed to gain the trust of Honda to appoint him
as a distributor of several types of cars in Malaysia, including the Honda Jazz.
Syed Azman eventually got the right to distribute Chevrolet and Suzuki as well.
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EVER WONDER HOW ONE OF THE
BIGGEST AVIATION COMPANIES,
WESTSTAR AVIATION SERVICES
CAME TO BE? OR MAYBE YOU
WANTED TO KNOW THE STORY
OF HOW THE FOUNDER BUILT
THIS EMPIRE? THIS IS NOT
EXACTLY A RAGS TO RICHES
TYPE OF STORY, NOR IS IT A
TESTAMENT OF HOW GRIT CAN
GET YOU SOMEWHERE IN LIFE.
WELL, THERE’S A LITTLE BIT OF
THAT, BUT THE FOCUS IS STILL
ABOUT THE MAN WHO HAS AN
UNDISCLOSED AMOUNT OF
WEALTH BUT STILL REMAINS
HUMBLE AND DOWN TO EARTH.

In an interview with The Star newspaper, Syed Azman said that
although his business was fulfilling, he felt bored as he spent a better
part of his time on the road, until his friend suggested that he buy a
helicopter to travel back and forth.
In 2003, he bought his first helicopter for US $ 1.5 million for his daily
use, and when he did not use the helicopter, he rented it out to those
who were interested. It was then that he realised that the demand
for these helicopters was high in Malaysia. Fast forward to five years
later, he managed to secure his first contract to provide helicopter
services to bring oil and gas sector workers to the rig.
Today, Syed Azman is the proud the owner of Weststar Aviation
Services Sdn Bhd (WAS). The company owns more than 40 helicopters,
four private jets and he also has a contract worth RM8 billion to bring
in oil rig workers, making him one of the richest men in Malaysia.
Weststar Aviation has always placed its focus on the automotive
sector as its core business, however, it has expanded beyond the
automotive industry and has diversified its business in other key
business industries. Some of the business that the company has

WORDS SUZIE ADNAN ART DIRECTION FAIZAL HARUN
NASUTION PHOTOGRAPHY ROBIN, MAKEUP & GROOMING
SURYA ZAINOL LOCATION SOL STUDIO
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Billionaire

THAT BEING SAID,
ALTHOUGH SYED
AZMAN IS ONE OF THE
RICHEST MEN IN THE
COUNTRY, HE RARELY
TAKES THE SPOTLIGHT,
WHICH IS WHY HE
PROBABLY EARNED
THE TITLE OF 'HUMBLE
BILLIONAIRE'.
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undertaken includes the defence industry, property and construction, auto makers worldwide. The brand’s roots can be traced back to
insurance, food and beverage, and ICT.
as far as 1896. In 2010 the Intellectual property of LDV Maxus
was obtained by SAIC with the first Maxus product unveiled at
Not forgetting his roots, Syed Azman established The Weststar Group the Shanghai Motorshow in April 2011 - the same month that the
Automotive and Defence, where both divisions have a strong presence Weststar Group was confirmed as the distributor for the Malaysian
in the local and regional automotive market. Having an outstanding market.
mass of sales and gaining more traction in the regional automotive
market, The Weststar Group Automotive and Defence divisions consist As for the Weststar Defence Industries, it is a principle supplier
of Weststar Maxus, Weststar Auto, Global Komited and SAFZ Auto.
of regional defence and security products and services. Weststar
Defence Industries design, engineer, manufacture, market, and
Maxus is a brand of SAIC Motor Corporation Limited (SAIC) which is provide industry and technology consultation for an array of
the largest automaker on China's A-Share market with recent yearly products. Like its core business, the mission statement of Weststar
international sales volume of over seven million units. SAIC took 39th Defence Industries is to be the leader in the technology arms race
Place in the 2019 Fortune Global 500 List and ranks 7th among all in both defence and security industries. In fact, the company was
recently appointed as the main contractor of MINDEF’s STARStreak
VSHORAD Thales Air Defense Limited UK system procurement.
Despite being the richest in the country, Syed Azman is a person
with a big heart. Through his company, he has conducted many
CSR programmes, especially during the turbulent time when the
country was hard hit by the Covid-19 pandemic. Weststar was one
of the essential service providers, being ever ready to transport
patients under investigations (PUI) to safety in the middle of
Movement Control Order (MCO).
Besides that, Maxus, under Weststar Maxus Sdn Bhd launched
their own ambulance to help cope with the increasing numbers
of patients during the pandemic. To help combat the pandemic,
Weststar Group launched a fleet of negative pressure ambulances
for the safe transport of Covid-19 positive patients - the first in
the country.
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THE
ECONOMIC
FORECAST
TWO YEARS OF UNCERTAINTY
AND LOCKDOWN THAT RESULTED
IN THE LARGEST DROP IN GLOBAL
GDP HISTORY, THE 2022 IS
FORECASTED TO LOOK BETTER
AND BRIGHTER. AS PANDEMIC
VOLATILITY CONTINUES TO FADE,
ECONOMIC GROWTH IS EXPECTED
TO RISE WITH AN INCREASE IN THE
EQUITY MARKET.
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T

he world economy dwindled when the pandemic
hit in 2020 due to mass travel restrictions and
high rate of infections. According to reports, the
world economy declined 4.3 percent in 2020,
over two and half times more than the global
financial crisis of 2009. The effect of the pandemic pushed
131 million more people into poverty and many of them
consist of women, children and people from marginalized
communities, according to the UN Department of
Economic and Social Affairs.
Global trade in 2020 fell by 8 percent as a result of massive
disruptions in global supply chains and tourism flows, a
figure which is far lesser than the aftermath of 2008
global financial crisis where global trade experienced a
22 percent slump. At the start of the outbreak, worldwide
lockdown implemented as a measure to contain the
spread of the virus took a heavy toll on global trade,
which contracted by around 4 percent in the first quarter
of 2020 and then fell a further 15 percent in the second
quarter. However, global trade quickly bounced back in
the third quarter of 2020, recording an almost 20 percent
growth compared to the previous quarter, with recovery
continuing in the fourth quarter, seeing an increase of 7
percent.
GDP IN THE WORLD’S LARGEST
ECONOMIES
Compared to the economic growth in 2020, the economy
in 2021 fare better. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2021
showed slight growth compared to the previous year as
vaccinations rolled out are sped up in many countries. For
advanced economies, it is easier for them to recover as the
vaccinations roll out is centered in these countries.
The United States is the world’s largest economy by
nominal GDP and net wealth, and it is the second-largest
by purchasing power parity (PPP) behind China. It has the
most technologically powerful and innovative economy
in the world. The country recorded a -3.5 percent in
2020, down from 2.3 percent in 2019. However, in 2021,
the country is estimated to record 7.39 percent in their
real GDP. The total household net worth stood at $141.7
trillion dollar through the second quarter of 2021, thanks
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to the surge in stock market earnings. It was a $5.85 trillion increase, or
4.3 percent from the first quarter, according to the central bank’s Financial
Accounts of the United States report.
China’s economy is expected to slow after a strong rebound in the first
half of 2021, while the economic activity in China slowed rapidly in the
second half of 2021. According to Word Bank, China is projected to reach
8 percent in its real GDP for 2021, before reducing to 5.1 percent in 2022.
Its GDP in 2021 is a far cry from what the country achieved in 2020, when
the pandemic badly dampened China’s economy. In 2020, it recorded
2.3 percent GDP growth. In November 2021, China surpassed the United
States to become the richest nation in the world, according to a report
by the research arm of consultants McKinsey & Co. The country’s wealth
jumped to $120 trillion in 2020 from just $7 trillion in 2000, a whopping
$113 trillion dollar increase in 20 years.
The economy of Japan is a highly developed free-market economy. It is
also the world’s second largest developed economy. According to official
data from the World Bank, the GDP in Japan was worth 4975.42 billion
US dollars in 2020. Its GDP fell to -4.8 percent in 2020 from 0.7 percent in
2019. The service sector contributes largely to the GDP of the country, at
about 68 percent. The size of GDP in real terms in fiscal 2022 is expected to
reach a record ¥556.8 trillion, topping the previous high of ¥554.3 trillion
logged in fiscal 2018. The Japanese government had previously estimated
a 2.2 percent growth in GDP in 2022, but has recently upgraded it to a real
3.2 percent.
Germany is one of the largest exporters globally with $1810.93 billion
worth of goods and services exported in 2019. The service sector
contributes around 70% of the total GDP, industry 29.1%, and agriculture
0.9%. Exports accounted for 41% of national output. In 2016, Germany
recorded the highest trade surplus in the world, worth $310 billion, which
made the country the biggest capital exporter globally. The GDP growth in
Germany declined to -4.90 percent in 2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic,
but it bounced back stronger at the start of 2021 and it is expected to
reach 4.2 percent. Germany is expected to real a real GDP of 5.2 percent
in 2022,
The United Kingdom is the fifth largest national economy in the world,
and it is a highly developed social, market-oriented economy. The service
sector contributes 81 percent of the GDP, whereby the financial service
industry plays an important role. London is the second-largest financial
service center in the world. In 2021, the country’s economy is expected to
grow 5.5 percent, from -9.9 percent in 2020. GDP in 2022 is projected to
decline to 5.1 percent.
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For the first-time next year, the world’s economic output will exceed $100 trillion.
The Economic superpower is expected to shift from the United States to China
who’s thought to overtake as the number one economy in the near future. British
consultancy Cebr predicted, come 2030, China will become the world’s top economy
in dollar terms as Russia is forecasted as one of top 10 economies by 2036. India
looks set to overtake France next year. It’s also reported that Britain will regain
its place as the world’s sixth biggest economy in 2023 and Germany is on track to
overtake Japan in terms of economic output in 2033. A surprise contender in the
economic race is Indonesia, predicted to rise to ninth place in 2034.
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NEXT YEAR, WE EXPECT S&P
500 TO REACH 5050 ON
CONTINUED ROBUST EARNINGS
GROWTH AS LABOR MARKET
RECOVERY CONTINUES,
CONSUMERS REMAIN FLUSH
WITH CASH, SUPPLY CHAIN
ISSUES EASE, AND INVENTORY
CYCLE ACCELERATES OFF
HISTORIC LOWS.
DUBRAVKO LAKOS-BUJAS, CHIEF U.S. EQUITY STRATEGIST

WHEN THE SMOKE CREATED
BY PANDEMIC VOLATILITY
CLEARS, FORCES PROMOTING
A GLOBAL REFLATIONARY TILT
WILL COME INTO FOCUS AS
HEALTHY PRIVATE SECTOR
FUNDAMENTALS AND GROWTHORIENTED POLICY STANCES
INTERACT WITH A GLOBAL
ECONOMY OPERATING WITH
LIMITED SLACK.
BRUCE KASMAN, HEAD OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH
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WITH THE ECONOMY
EXPECTED TO GROW
FIRMLY ABOVE TREND
IN 2022, INFLATION
EXPECTATIONS ARE
EXPECTED TO REMAIN
WELL ANCHORED AND AS
THE FED IS BEING PATIENT
IN RAISING RATES,
COMPARED TO PRIOR
TIGHTENING CYCLES,
TREASURIES APPEAR
MISPRICED AT CURRENT
YIELD LEVELS.
JAY BARRY, HEAD OF USD AND BOND STRATEGY

MALAYSIA’S
ECONOMY IN
A GLANCE
Malaysia’s economy is on track to expand and recover. According to
Malaysia's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) expanded by 3.0 percent
in the initial nine months of 2021, contrasted with a 6.4 percent
compression in a similar period last year. Malaysia's month-to-month
GDP execution, January and February showed a decay of 3.5 percent
and 3.6 percent individually and bounced back firmly in March 2021
to 6.0 percent. The slow recuperation of Malaysia's economy was
impacted by the resuming of more monetary exercises during the
Movement Control Order (MCO) 2.0 which is less rigid than the MCO
that was forced last year and furthermore profited from different
improvement bundles to guide the financial recuperation.
Malaysia's GDP increased 16.1 percent in the second quarter of 2021
after four sequential quarters of constriction. On a quarter-on-quarter
occasionally changed premise, GDP contracted 2.0 percent from 2.7
percent in the former quarter. Consequently, Malaysia's economy
developed by 7.1 percent in the primary portion of 2021.
This is regardless of the way that the GDP shrunk by 4.5 percent yearon-year (YoY) in the second from last quarter of 2021 (Q3 2021),
reflecting difficulties brought about by severe regulation measures to
stem the flood in new cases brought about by more harmful COVID-19
variations of concern (VOCs). As far as month-to-month GDP execution,
the withdrawal was restricted to 1.1 percent in September from
7.6 percent in July and 4.7 percent in August 2021, demonstrating
enhancements in financial and social exercises as the National
COVID-19 Immunization Program (PICK) acquired force, permitting
more states to move towards Phase 4 of the National Recovery Plan.
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Collectors’
Item
MODERN TIMES

The classic Highlife Perpetual Calendar
Manufacture by Frederique Constant is
a must-have among those that are keen
in the glittering beau monde. Encapsulating the elements of the seas, skies and
space, the watch is adorned with a deepgrey dial - the most fashionable colour
in watch making. It's modern yet subtle
elegance makes it possible to go handin-hand with either casual or work outfit.
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Cerita Anda
Kami Papar

The latest sensational news
from both within and outside
the country
@ceo_malaysia
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